
Gandhi Movie Questions      

 
Answer the following questions thoroughly. 

 
1. What is the first setting of the movie? 

 

2. What happens in the first scene? 

 

3. What is the second setting? 

 

4. Explain how Gandhi’s appearance is different from the first scene. 

 

5. How does Gandhi respond to the discrimination? 

 

6. What religion is Gandhi? 

 

7. What does Gandhi plan to do about the discrimination? 

 

8. Explain what happens with the first incident of Gandhi’s defiance of British law. 

 

9. What happens when Charlie Andrews & Gandhi walk down the street together? 

 

10.What is Mr. Walker doing in South Africa? 

 

11.How does Gandhi want to defy British law? 

 

12.What happens at the strike at the mines? 

 



13.What happens at Charlie’s Sunday service? 

 

14.What do Gandhi & General Smuts agree on? 

 

15.What religion is Mr. Jinnah? 

 

16.How does Gandhi plan to discover India? 

 

17.How is crowd’s response to Gandhi different when comparing how they were acting before 

he spoke & after he spoke? 

 

18.Why does the bearded man come to visit Gandhi? 

 

19.What is the British response to Gandhi visiting the village? 

 

20.What are the people calling Gandhi while he is in jail? What does it mean? 

 

21.Why does Gandhi want Charlie to leave? 

 

22.What does Gandhi think the country should do as a reaction to the new laws that will 

begin on April 6? 

 

23.What does Nehru say is happening as an effect of the Indian’s resistance on April 6? 

 

24.What happens at the non-violence rally? 

 

25.How many casualties were there? 



 

26.What does Gandhi suggest at the meeting that the British do? 

 

27.Why does Gandhi want the Indian people to burn their British clothes? 

 

28.Why were Gandhi’s associates surprised when they went to pick up Ms. Slate? 

 

29.Explain the event that led people to stop following Gandhi’s order to be non-violent. 

 

30.What is Gandhi arrested for after he stops fasting? 

 

31.How is long is Gandhi sentenced to prison? 

 

32.How would you describe the way Gandhi acted at trial? 

 

33.How old were Gandhi & his wife when they got married? 

 

34.Why is it important and symbolic that Gandhi march to the sea & make salt? 

 

35.How long is the walk? 

 

36.How does the British government plan to handle the march? 

 

37.What effect does the march have? 

 

38.What happens at the salt factory? 

 



39.Would you have had the same courage as the Indian men at the salt factory? Why or why 

not? 

 

40.Why does Gandhi leave India? 

 

41.What happens when Gandhi plans to speak against war (World War 2)? 

 

42.What does Gandhi say to the Life reporter concerning poverty? 

 

43.What happens to Gandhi’s wife? 

 

44.Why is it a good political move for Jinnah to be the first Prime Minister, which is as Gandhi 

suggested? 

 

45.What are the 2 options that Jinnah presents to Gandhi? 

 

46.Why does Jinnah say that one of options is civil war? 

 

47.Why are the events happening at the India-Pakistan border in 1948? 

 

48.How does Gandhi try to stop the fighting going on in India? 

 

49.Explain why the Hindu assassin might have killed Gandhi. 

 

50.What do Gandhi’s friends & family do with his ashes? 


